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While Ruby is making cupcakes for the Bunny Scout Bake Sale, Max keeps flying his

remote-control airplanes into the kitchen and making a mess. At first Ruby thinks Max is being a

pest, but she soon realizes that Max?-and his planes?-can be very helpful!
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Ruby helped Grandma bake cupcakes for the Bunny Scout Bake Sale. Ruby starts to paint posters

for the sale when Max starts flying his planes. One plane lands in a bowl of frosting. Ruby suggests

he take his planes outside. When the Skymaster Stealth Jet flew right by Ruby flipping another

paper on top of her poster, see gets a print when she pulls them apart. Now she has two posters.

She starts painting and printing and soon as many posters for the sale. Max has another great idea,

flying his planes all over town with posters hanging from them. The bake sale is a huge success.

This book will make children want to make cupcakes, and do some painting prints-- fun, fun fun.

This worked well for my 2 year old who went through a Max And Ruby only spell. I don't mind him

watching a show or two but it got to the point where EVERYTHING had to be MandR or he didn't

want it. So this book was nice because we could read, he still got his fix, and the tv was off.



In addition to watching Max and Ruby on TV, my four year old son loves to have them read to him.

He's got at least three more of Max and Ruby's books, good thing because he wants to read them

every night so we alternate them.

I raised my daughter on Max and Ruby books and we fell in love with them. She is now 26 and we

still look back on them fondly. I bought these for the small two year old daughter of my daughter's

friend and she is thrilled with them as well. Adults will delight in the tongue in cheek humor of this

intelligent children's series. No child's library is complete without Max and Ruby!

The book was once again bent even though I ordered it new. I previously ordered another Max &

Ruby book and that book had crease and bent problems, also a large a gash on the cover.

Supposed to be a Christmas present for my niece, and now I'm a little ashamed to give it to my

sister and my only niece... Very disappointing, but it did arrive in time so that's a plus.

I order all my son's Max and Ruby books from . Great price, quality, & always available. He takes

them to school and they read for story time. Now other kids in his preschool class love Max & Ruby

too!!

I only wish I could make all those little sound effects like the cartoon. This is a cute book that follows

the typical pattern of the cartoon. Ruby doing something, Max has an idea that he never speaks,

Ruby things he is being annoying (although she never really gets annoyed with him) then Max's

idea works out great for Ruby. My girls love this book. The illustrations are exactly like the cartoon.

There are not a ton of words in it, but it is a nice book that my girls really like. I give it 5 stars!

Adorable book for young children. It extends the characters from the TV into the hands of the little

ones. It is a story that the children will enjoy just as they do when viewing the show on TV.
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